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`Hypnotically Annihilating Anxiety' Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Penetrating confessions of a Rogue Hypnotist is the

9th and penultimate book in the internationally bestselling series of the Rogue Hypnotist books on

hypnosis. The Rogue Hypnotist is a NLP Master Practitioner and Clinical Hypnotherapist working in

the UK Ã¢â‚¬â€œ he cures 99% of his clients in just 1 session. One of his specialities is anxiety

annihilation! With real expertise, anxiety is very easy to get rid of! Hypnosis is THE anxiety

annihilator par excellence! Human suffering is the root cause of human anxiety. You will discover

that there's no such thing as an 'anxious person'; anxiety is a sane response to unmet needs.

Anxiety is just a warning signal like pain that something is wrong in a person's life! Satisfied people

don't get anxiety disorders! Major anxiety problems will be demystified once and for all. The book is

divided into 2 parts: Firstly - understanding the major anxiety problems thoroughly; secondly - 20

plus scripts for addressing each anxiety disorder in depth. Where other books tease you, this book

completely spills the beans! 1. Discover how to profoundly relax mind and body using hypnosis

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ the foundation stone of an anxiety free life! Learn the difference between fear and

anxiety! 2. How to stop the rumination and worry (pathological trance) that creates anxiety and the

anxiety disorder labelled 'depression'. Finally understand the structure of 'worry' and 'depression'.

Realise the key role of a good night's sleep and dreaming in maintaining sanity. 3. Grasp how to

remove all trauma in one session using the Rogue Hypnotist's immensely powerful, 'How to

detraumatise anyone' pattern. This alone could radically change your therapy practise and boost the

amount of clients you attract.4. The exact methods to get rid of worry, insomnia, depression,

low-self worth, panic attacks, anger, OCD, GAD and help a person recover from a nervous

breakdown. 'Heal' premature ejaculation, impotence and inorgasmia.5. The little known hypnotic

secrets for getting rid of nervous twitches and stuttering/stammering is made known6. Learn about

the dangers of using 'medication' (drugs) to treat anxiety disorders. What the 'anti-depressant

conspiracy' is and why you are better off drinking booze to control anxiety!!! Plus a surefire bonus

script to safely ease a client off of anxiety meds. 7. Turn shyness, public speaking nerves and social

phobia into total confidence. 8. You'll be given the key questions to ask your anxiety clients to help

them recover fast!9. Successful protocols for treating anxious children and removing any phobia in

one session are explained simply.10. Understand the specifics - your confidence will radiate from

you and inspire your clients.11. You'll also learn the 'Anxiety Code' maxims and non-hypnotic tips to

eradicate anxiety permanently. 12. The brute facts as to why Western Civilisation is experiencing a

mental health catastrophe! The 'social basis' of anxiety is made plain.13. Transcripts from

anti-anxiety sessions including interviews and full hypnosis scripts will allow hypnotists/therapists to



understand how anxiety 'cure' is precisely effected. There are literally hundreds of techniques that

can be adapted as you see fit! 14. Importantly - you'll be savvy to the key role that relaxation and

creativity play in problem solving and you can teach it to your clients too!If you want to make more

money, help more people and attain mastery as a hypnotist/therapist you need this essential book

today! Get it before the competition! Again the Rogue Hypnotist is almost giving away top pro,

advanced hypnosis gems to help you be the best hypnotist you can be! This book will save you

$/Ã‚Â£1000's in course fees. With this book the pillars of anxiety will come tumbling down!!! If the

Rogue Hypnotist can do it so can YOU!
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I read all of these books back to back, having just completed my hypnotist certificate training. I will

most definitely use these scripts to help my clients and I will have extra confidence because of this

info. The scripts are amazing, the explanations of concepts are easy to understand, and I totally

agree that the root cause of most "mental illness" is not getting needs met!Will you be writing

anything on domestic violence, or anger release, or low self esteem in people who let others beat

them? This is something that plagues the entire planet, and since you are saving the world, can you



write something on this? Thank you so much RH!!!!

This book starts off a little weird for about one page and I wasn't sure if I liked the author's

personality or not, but it quickly became just an interesting book. It starts off with a brief history

lesson and I found myself enjoying it rather than thinking "come on, get to the point!" as I usually do

with any sort of topical non-fiction book that seems to be wasting my time with filler. This isn't filler.

This guy just has something to say. The honesty comes through and it's a pleasure to read

something from a guy who obviously just wants to share his knowledge. The Kindle version of these

books are dirt cheap and they are apparently good sellers, but he's not raising the price now that

he's got some recognition.This is the only book of his I've bought so far and I'm glad I started out

with this one because he states early on that anxiety is the one problem that must be overcome to

have successful hypnosis. This is a subject I am very interested to see analyzed in detail, so I didn't

mind the brief romp through history to start it all off. In fact, it was really interesting. I've definitely

thought it would suck to live in the past and I've definitely thought along conspiratorial lines before,

but he presents it with a clarity of vision that makes it pretty easy to see for oneself without vaguely

pondering about what it must have been like to live at different times in the past. It must have

sucked, quite frankly.Just reading that made me feel better about my situation in present day. I'm

looking forward to finishing this book up in record time.I wish I knew who this guy was because I'd

book an appointment and get a plane ticket. He instantly strikes me as the real deal and would be

worth the money rather than experimenting with a bunch of local hypnotists and hoping I get a good

one. I wish this guy would put out mp3s...specifically about eradicating anxiety.

Another interesting, useful book in the RH collection. Like many of you, I bought it because anxiety

is an issue for me. RH explains many reasons for anxiety, helping me understand the origins of

mine. And the reason this book is so long? Lots of scripts! Just reading the scripts while fully awake

has helped by giving me thoughts to counteract the negative ones when they pop into my head. The

more I read it, the better I feel. Thank you, RH!

I used the "How to Detraumatize Anything" Script for a client who had terrible feelings of guilt. She

left the session a new woman feeling feelings of forgiveness and self acceptance!

Remarkable stuff. The guy seems to know what he is talking about and what he is doing. The

neurobiology he cites seems on point throughout.



Useful techniques. Clear instruction and information. No nonsense approach.

I really enjoy this series and find a lot of the tips helpful. I do wish the Rogue Hypnotist would get a

better editor and perhaps temper the language a bit, but overall it was a good read with some

helpful tips and some insightful points.

Disappointing as there are no mp3's to accompany the scripts.I would have to take the time and

great effort to record these scripts.Dont buy this book as a self help tool,only buy if youre planning to

hypnotise someone else.
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